Unparalleled Technical Expertise.  
Superior Local Service.

Multi-Chem differentiates itself in the oil and gas industry by providing services which meet or exceed our customers’ expectations. We provide a complete team of subject matter experts who act as consultants, singularly focused on getting you the right solution at the right time. Multi-Chem’s experts will help you realize optimal system performance and efficiency, allowing you to achieve the greatest return on your investment (ROI).

Our experienced world-class chemical experts excel in the lab and in the field. We create and deliver innovative solutions designed to meet the complex challenges associated with completion, production, and pipeline transportation of oil and gas. We support our solutions with local technical service through a fleet of mobile labs, a network of warehouse/service centers, and blending facilities.

More than simply a chemical provider, the Multi-Chem team is dedicated to providing chemical solutions and committed to always doing the right thing.
What We Do and How We Do It Sets Multi-Chem Apart

At Multi-Chem, we strongly believe that it’s the differences in service and technical support we deliver that provide real value to you. We provide a complete portfolio of chemical solutions to meet all production challenges in oil and gas systems, but what differentiates us is the service and support we provide to your operations when you need them most.

Take a look at just some of our Value Differentiators and see which ones can provide meaningful benefits to your project.
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Treats at much lower rate than other specialty chemicals.
AcroCide™ Biocide

For quick, complete, bacteria control in frac jobs and production systems.

AcroCide™, an acrolein-based biocide, controls micro-organisms, helps maintain asset integrity, and mitigates potential problems, such as microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC), biomass accumulation, biogenic sulfide production, oil carryover, and polymer degradation. AcroCide biocide, soluble in oil and water, is non-corrosive and does not affect the pH system. AcroCide biocide often treats at much lower rates than other biocides, providing a more cost-effective solution and reduced environmental impact attributable to a half-life much lower than other biocides.
Cost-effective solution, less environmental impact.
AcroClear® Sulfide Controller

For highly effective removal of iron sulfide in production and injection wells.

AcroClear® sulfide controller consistently outperforms conventional chemical solutions. It removes iron sulfide and repairs near-wellbore damage iron sulfide deposits can cause. An acrolein-based hydrogen sulfide (H$_2$S) scavenger, it works quickly, completely, and irreversibly. Extremely rapid reaction between AcroClear and H$_2$S can be a major advantage when retention time is an issue. Because it treats at much lower rates than other specialty chemicals, it’s a cost-effective solution with less impact on the environment due to its very short half-life.
Increase efficiency, reduce operating costs.
For greater control and better management of chemical programs from start to finish.

Chemical Inventory Management System (CIMS) hardware and software solutions track chemical inventory, monitor well treatments, and confirm chemical deliveries. Right time data is delivered via wireless communication so action can be taken to ensure optimal performance of the chemical treatment program. Pre-set alerts provide instant notification of critical application issues such as injection rate changes, inventory levels, or maintenance needs. Pump and batch controllers fine tune chemical injection rates and provide treatment options that optimize chemical usage. Increase efficiency, reduce operating costs and improve worker safety and HSE performance metrics with Multi-Chem’s Chemical Inventory Management System.
Multi-Chēm helps **solve** your **flow assurance** challenges.
Flow Assurance Engineering

For planning, operating, evaluating, and solving flow challenges.

Multi-Chem provides a thorough understanding of the production challenges in your system. Using industry standard modeling programs, our Flow Assurance Engineering team accurately models your production system and uses the predictive results to understand all potential issues concerning your system and engineer solutions to optimize your production. Multi-Chem’s Flow Assurance Engineering team has the experience and expertise to help with field design, procedure development and consult on all projects regarding your flow assurance challenges.
Exceptional knowledge, insight and advice.
Foam Assisted Lift (FAL®) Well Management Services

For expert foam assisted lift service treatment.

Multi-Chem’s Foam Assisted Lift (FAL®) well management services include expert advice as to which candidate wells will benefit most from the use of chemical foamer treatments. FAL well management services also include monitoring post-treatment performance and recommending application methods to further enhance the well’s performance, increasing the ROI of the investment. Get truly exceptional knowledge, insight, and advice from Multi-Chem’s foam assisted lift subject matter experts.
Fast, efficient and superior local service.
Mobile and Regional Laboratories

For rapid response, easier accessibility, and customization on call.

Multi-Chem utilizes mobile laboratories staffed by technical specialists to provide superior local service to you when you need it. This sets Multi-Chem apart from other chemical providers. Our technical service teams are equipped to conduct complete surveys of production and injection systems, and our regional laboratories are capable of analyzing gases, fluids, and deposits to mitigate production challenges you face. Our expert teams are strategically located in major oil and gas production locations to be there when you need us.
Available any time, anywhere via secure internet access.
MVP 2.0™ Chemical Management Program

For 24/7 access to chemical program data and key performance metrics.

Multi-Chem’s MVP 2.0™ chemical management program is a state-of-the-art database that centralizes all critical chemical management information from your production system. It’s accessible to your team anytime, anywhere over the web via Multi-Chem’s secure server. With a user friendly and customizable dashboard, your chemical treatment program becomes a “living document”, updated daily with the latest data. The information can be easily exported allowing you the capability to further analyze the information about your system. Customized reports provide detailed information on every aspect of your chemical program and give you full access to laboratory test data and analyses.
Reduce and ultimately eliminate hazards.
NaturaLine® Environmentally Conscious Products and Solutions

For environmentally responsible options to production challenges.

Developed to effectively reduce and minimize hazards associated with chemical risks in the production equation, NaturaLine® products and solutions provide environmentally conscious choices for developing HSE stewardship processes. Multi-Chem provides tools and insights to help you evaluate production or fracturing challenges while providing environmentally conscious and sustainable options which minimize risk and maximize production. Many NaturaLine products have been approved for use in the most environmentally sensitive areas of the world.
Higher initial production, greater recovery in the field.
RockOn® Surfactants

For increasing initial production and ultimate oil recovery.

Custom RockOn® surfactants are specifically formulated based on core sample testing. Each RockOn solution is customized to optimize mobility and sweep efficiency based on the unique characteristics and operational conditions of the reservoir and its environmental requirements. Multi-Chem’s production enhancement scientists employ proprietary surfactant selection technology that consistently produces superior results with higher initial production and greater recovery in the field. RockOn surfactants continue to raise the benchmark, setting new standards of effectiveness.
Reduce disposal challenges, minimize fresh water use.
Water Management Solutions

For reducing water-related costs and preserving fresh water.

Multi-Chem’s Water Management Solutions provide complete solutions to all aspects of the water cycle from acquisition to transfer, storage, conditioning, flowback storage, treatment/recycling, and disposal. Whether in mature fields, unconventional plays, or offshore, Multi-Chem’s Water Management Solutions are engineered to meet supply needs, reduce disposal challenges, minimize fresh water use, and improve environmental and safety stewardship.
Sales of products and services will be in accord solely with the terms and conditions contained in the contract between company and the customer that is applicable to the sale.